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PoseCoach: A Customizable Analysis and Visualization System for
Video-based Running Coaching

Jingyuan Liu, Nazmus Saquib, Zhutian Chen, Rubaiat Habib Kazi, Li-Yi Wei, Hongbo Fu, and Chiew-Lan Tai

Abstract—Videos are an accessible form of media for analyzing sports postures and providing feedback to athletes. Existing
sport-specific systems embed bespoke human pose attributes and thus can be hard to scale for new attributes, especially for users
without programming experiences. Some systems retain scalability by directly showing the differences between two poses, but they might
not clearly visualize the key differences that viewers would like to pursue. Besides, video-based coaching systems often present feedback
on the correctness of poses by augmenting videos with visual markers or reference poses. However, previewing and augmenting videos
limit the analysis and visualization of human poses due to the fixed viewpoints in videos, which confine the observation of captured
human movements and cause ambiguity in the augmented feedback. To address these issues, we study customizable human pose data
analysis and visualization in the context of running pose attributes, such as joint angles and step distances. Based on existing literature
and a formative study, we have designed and implemented a system, PoseCoach, to provide feedback on running poses for amateurs by
comparing the running poses between a novice and an expert. PoseCoach adopts a customizable data analysis model to allow users’
controllability in defining pose attributes of their interests through our interface. To avoid the influence of viewpoint differences and provide
intuitive feedback, PoseCoach visualizes the pose differences as part-based 3D animations on a human model to imitate the
demonstration of a human coach. We conduct a user study to verify our design components and conduct expert interviews to evaluate
the usefulness of the system.

Index Terms—Human Pose, Video Processing, Sports Data Analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

RUNNING is a globally popular exercise and many runners
want to avoid injuries and improve their performance. Not

everyone can have access to human coaches, and thus various
online materials and mobile apps have emerged to provide guidance
on achieving good running forms. In sports training (including
running), an accessible means for novices to adjust their postures is
to learn from pre-recorded performances of coaches or professional
athletes by performing and comparing the same actions. Despite the
previous video-based systems for providing posture feedback [1],
[2], analyzing and visualizing the differences in posture data in
videos remain challenging, as discussed below.

One primary consideration in designing a video-based coaching
system is the data for analysis, i.e., pose attributes to be retrieved
from videos. Parametric pose features (e.g., elbow angle) are sport-
specific, such as knee bending for skiing [3] and torso orientation
for yoga [1]. Key parametric pose features to specific sports
are often defined by domain experts and pre-programmed in the
sport-specific systems. Such pre-defined knowledge makes sport-
specific systems hard to scale and support the analysis required by
individual scenarios. For example, for running, the pose attributes
in question vary with running theories (e.g., falling forward for
Pose Method [4], stride lengths for ChiRunning [5]). It is thus
impractical to develop a coaching system comprising all possible
pose attributes to be analyzed.

Besides pose attributes, another consideration is the visual-
ization of feedback resulting from the analysis. According to
the taxonomy of comparison-based visualization [6], existing
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Fig. 1. A toy example showing the ambiguity problem of 3D pose
attributes. For a 3D angle formed by two 3D vectors (blue and orange),
its appearance in 2D is largely different in the both vector lengths and
the angle when observed from different viewpoints.

visualizations for human pose comparison include displaying
related poses in two videos side-by-side (juxtaposition) [7], [8],
[9], overlaying one pose onto another (superposition) [2], and
augmenting video with visual markers (explicit encoding) [10].
A common limitation of these video-based pose comparison
techniques is that the appearances of observational pose attributes,
such as angles and distances, are often subject to changing
viewpoints (see the toy example in Figure 1). For sports coaching
systems, such ambiguity in the appearances of 3D attributes in
videos affects both the observation and the feedback. Specifically,
when observing the actions in videos, the 3D human pose attributes
might be distorted due to perspective shortening and thus fail to
reflect the actual pose attributes. In visualization, the shapes of
graphical annotation markers overlaid on videos are also subject
to changing viewpoints, failing to provide faithful feedback to
be perceived by amateur runners. A visualization method that
accurately and intuitively shows 3D pose attributes for novices will
be highly desirable for video-based coaching systems.
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Fig. 2. We present PoseCoach, a novel analysis and visualization system for providing feedback on running pose for amateur runners. Our system
compares two running poses (a) with respect to both common running pose attributes and specific attributes defined by users (e), and visualizes the
differences with 3D animations (d). The profile of running poses in the user video (b) and differences in running poses (c) are previewed with glyphs.

In this paper, we present an interactive system for analyzing
running poses from videos, aiming to address the above-mentioned
issues in pose attributes and visualization. Specifically, our goals
are to both support user-defined pose attributes and provide intuitive
visualizations free from the influence of the video viewpoints so that
amateur runners can easily analyze their running poses of interest
(e.g., online materials they encounter). To achieve these two goals,
we have worked closely with experts in sports science to formulate
the designs of our system, PoseCoach, based on the coaching
process in practice. As shown in Figure 2, our system takes as input
a user video containing an amateur runner’s running and a reference
video containing a professional runner’s running. The feedback for
the amateur runner is based on the comparison of the running poses
in the two videos w.r.t. pose attributes, including those commonly
used for evaluating running form and those customized by the user.

To support customizable analysis, we design a data analysis
model that allows users (advanced amateur runners or coaches) to
interactively specify pose attributes to be retrieved from videos.
The data analysis model is based on a design space that unifies the
parameterization of pose attributes, the representation of their dif-
ferences, and users’ interactions required to annotate the attributes
via our interface (Figure 2(e)). Specifically, our data analysis model
makes use of the semantic joint definition of the SMPL [11] 3D
human mesh model. Users annotate and define attributes on a 3D
SMPL body model in T-pose; meanwhile, the running poses in
videos are also reconstructed with the SMPL model. In this way,
the annotated attributes can be retrieved from the model across
multiple videos using model correspondence. To provide intuitive
feedback, we propose to visualize differences in pose attributes
by animating a 3D human body model (Figure 2(d)), resembling
the dynamic demonstration of human coaches in practice. When
previewing the 3D animation, PoseCoach suggests viewpoints that
reduce the ambiguity in visualizing 3D pose attribute differences
caused by viewpoint. Users can either preview with our suggested
viewpoints or manually switch to other viewpoints for a better

perception.
We design a user study and expert interviews to evaluate the

design components and the overall effectiveness of our system. Our
main contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) a system
with a customizable data analysis model that allows interactive
analysis of running poses from videos, enabling user-defined
analysis instead of supporting only predefined analysis; (2) a
viewpoint-invariant visualization method for showing human pose
attribute differences by 3D animation of a body model; (3) a scheme
for viewpoint suggestion that reduces ambiguity in viewpoint in
previewing the pose attribute differences.

2 RELATED WORK

Pose Coaching Systems. Previous research work on video-based
running pose analysis is limited, partly because in-the-wild running
poses contain larger variations in appearance than other sports
with more confined locomotion ranges, such as yoga [1] and
golf [12]. Running dynamics, such as ground contact time and
vertical oscillation, require specific combinations of hardware to
capture (e.g., [13]). In the following, we review posture coaching
systems in general sports.

According to how the bespoke knowledge of a specific sport
is introduced into the system, existing coaching tools span the
spectrum from fully-manual to fully-automatic, as illustrated
in Figure 3. The other dimension is whether the poses are captured
in 2D (videos) or in 3D (MoCap or Kinect). The fully-manual
coaching tools require human coaches to either manually annotate
on video playbacks to suggest improvements [7], [9], or analyze
data of running gaits captured by MoCap [14]. MotionPro [12]
supports manual selection of keypoints on each of the video frames
such that some quantities, such as ball trajectory and 2D angles,
can be obtained to facilitate analysis. Kinovea [15] and OnForm [9]
further simplify the manual tracking by providing basic processing
of videos (e.g., automatic objects tracking and 2D human pose
estimation).
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Fig. 3. The spectrum of level of interference by professionals in existing
coaching tools (photo credits from the original sources). The dashed
lines indicate range spans on the spectrum.

On the automatic (right) side of the spectrum, a few video-based
coaching tools assess the movements based on the reconstructed
2D poses from videos using embedded rules for a specific type of
sports, such as skiing (AI Coach) [3] and yoga [1]. Such systems
would require extensive domain knowledge to design. To avoid
bespoke knowledge, some systems compute suggestions based on
the comparisons between novices’ actions with experts’ reference
actions. For example, MotionMA [16] and ReactiveVideo [2] align
the experts’ poses captured by Kinect onto the novices’ poses in
videos to visualize the difference in postures. AIFit [17] mines
and highlights the most significantly different features from the
comparisons of reconstructed 3D poses from videos. Even though
AIFit is fully automatic, the dominant differences might not reflect
informative feedback to the sport.

PoseCoach closes the gap in both dimensions in this spectrum:
the input is monocular videos such that it removes the constraint
of indoor controlled environments, but it analyzes and visualizes in
3D to ensure spatial awareness. It automatically performs low-level
tasks but allows users the controllability to introduce high-level
bespoke knowledge to the system.

Sports Data Visual Analytics Systems. Various visual analytics
systems have been designed to analyze sports data, such as
discovering winning strategies for team sports [18], [19], [20]
and racket sports [21], [22]. The advancement of computer vision
techniques has brought about increasing opportunities for analyzing
sports data in videos by tracking objects (e.g., balls) and subjects
(e.g., players). Video-based visual analytics systems flourish in
augmenting game videos [21], [23] and instructional videos [2],
[24] with visual cues to promote engagement. However, visual
analytics systems for analyzing human poses in videos, especially
those targeting novices, have been less explored. In biomechanics
studies, 3D motion analysis by reconstruction from multiview
cameras has been regarded as a gold standard due to the degree
of information provided [25]; but this often requires complex
setup and expensive equipment, such as IMU sensors and force
plates. There are a few tools to facilitate biomechanical running
gait analysis in videos, such as Biomechanical Toolkit [26] and
SkillSpector [27]. However, to reduce the ambiguity caused by
viewpoint differences, the analysis in these tools is confined to
the three anatomical planes and thus limited to indoor controlled
environments. In addition, existing video-based biomechanical
analysis results are visualized with figure diagrams (e.g., angle-
angle diagram and phase plane [28]), which novices can hardly
interpret to obtain feedback on improvements. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no existing interactive visual analytics system

for supporting in-the-wild running pose analysis, especially for
novice users.

User-Customizability in UI. Retaining user-customizability in
system design has the primary advantage of promoting the user
experience. For example, several sports data visual analytics
systems [21], [23] allow sports fans to select the game data
of interest for visualization to facilitate a personalized game
viewing experience. RASIPAM [29] allows experts to specify
tactics for interactive explorations. Letting users interact with
computational design processes [30], [31] can also produce results
tailored for users’ preferences. Besides promoting user experience,
involving users in the loop has also been an effective way to retain
system scalability, since new instances other than those embedded
in the systems can be easily introduced without requiring end
users’ explicit programming. For example, in gesture recognition,
KinectScript [32] and Visual Gesture Builder [33] allow users
to interactively define gestures by recording a few repetitions.
A medical research analysis tool, DeepLabCut [34], supports
manual annotations of animals’ body parts for training data-
driven models to be compatible with different animal species.
Several sports coaching tools, such as MotionMA [16] and
YouMove [35], allow users to define exemplar movements via
Programming by Demonstration (PbD). Two systems serving a
similar goal to our customizable pose attributes are Kinovea [15]
and RealitySketch [36], which allow users to label points or angles
for tracking on top of videos. While such keypoint definitions
apply to specific videos, PoseCoach provides a systematic set of
mappings for specifying semantic human pose biomechanics that
can be applied across videos.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY

At the beginning of this project we set out to decide the directions
and the scope of a sports coaching system suitable for amateurs,
which include but are not limited to runners. We conducted a survey
on potential target users to understand their usual ways of obtaining
feedback on posture correctness in practising sports (Sect. 3.1). We
also interviewed three experts on human locomotion to inform our
design (Sect. 3.2). The results of this formative study form a set of
design requirements for our system (Sect. 3.3).

3.1 Target User Survey

To investigate the status quo and the demands of potential target
users (amateur sports players) in obtaining feedback on posture
during sports practice, we conducted a survey via the Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk). We designed a questionnaire with three
questions: (1) “What sport(s) do you frequently practise?” (2)
“Have you paid attention to the correctness of your body postures
while practising the sport(s)?” (3) “If yes, please describe how you
get feedback on the correctness of your postures; if not, please
explain why not.” We distributed 120 questionnaires in total, and
filtered out obvious spam responses according to the quality of the
short answers to question (3). Eventually 70 effective answers were
collected. Figure 4 shows the summaries of responses.

Among the responses, jogging/running accounts for the most,
followed by football. Other mentioned sports include those involv-
ing posture correctness, such as yoga and swimming. 24.3% of
the subjects said they only depended on learned instructions of
the actions but obtained no feedback; 21.4% of respondents stated
that they got feedback from a coach or peers. Other main feedback
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Fig. 4. The visualization of survey on MTurk. Note that since the survey
is conducted globally, we separate football and soccer according to the
original responses.

includes: 5.7% used outcome (e.g., score) as an indicator of posture
correctness, 15.7% used feeling (e.g., tense on lower back) as
an indicator, and 8.6% adopted extra training on postures. One
respondent said he/she video-recorded the actions when practising
gymnastics, and two responses explicitly said that they did not
get any feedback since no one was watching. Through this survey
we learned that the public has the awareness of the importance
of maintaining good postures, and there is a need for accessible
posture analysis tools. Based on the survey results, we set the focus
of our system to jogging, due to its popularity and the requirement
on correct postures to avoid injuries, without needing to consider
ball trajectories for instrument sports or tactics for team sports.

3.2 Expert Interviews
In order to understand the process and the key factors of human
movement analysis, we conducted semi-structured interviews with
three experts, two were medical doctors in Sports Medicine working
in a hospital (E1, E2), and the other one (E3) was a researcher in
sports science in a startup company studying performance analysis
in sports. During the interviews we first invited the participants to
describe a representative case in which human movement analysis
is involved in their daily practice. During the description, they
were asked to identify what is the routine they analyze human
movements, what are the key factors they focus on, and what is the
decision process based on their observations. Then we raised open
questions such as difficulties in human movement analysis, and the
role of video-based analysis in practice.

All of the three experts mentioned that human movement anal-
ysis is based on gold standards, i.e., comparisons with the normal
values in rehabilitation exercises or with top athletes’ postures and
performances in sports. Even for a full-body movement only a few
key factors are concerned in evaluation (deterministic models [37]).
For example, E1 described a case of imbalance testing, where
the key factors were movement accuracy and time required for
completion. E3 emphasized the advantage of externally-focused
training over internally-focused training [38]. He pointed out that
even though real-time feedback provides direct guidance, it would
distract a subject during the action by interfering with the subject’s
intention of movements. In addition, since a coach’s attention is
limited, he/she often can only focus on a specific body part during
instruction, and that it would be ideal to analyze other parts during
playback. He also stated that the optimal running form for each
individual might vary due to the differences in body configurations.
Specifically, athletes with similar heights, leg lengths, and training
years are likely to have similar optimal running poses. In practice,
professional athletes adjust their performances (including but not
limited to postures) by shortening the gap with a chosen exemplar,
which is an elite athlete in their fields (“elite athlete template” [28]).

Such a strategy also applies to amateur runners’ training, where
they are recommended to compare to an exemplar as a reference,
and switch to a different exemplar if discomfort arises.

Since our system is focused on running, throughout the project
we closely worked with E3 and another expert (E4), a third-year
postgraduate student in sports science, who was involved after this
formative study. We initiated discussions with them as needed via
remote chats.

3.3 Design Requirements

From the expert interviews on the human movement analysis, as
well as the limitations of existing systems, we identify the following
design requirements:

R1 - Show feedback as pose differences instead of correctness.
As mentioned by E3, there is no absolute “correct” running
pose. We thus adopt the idea of the “elite athlete template” [28]
and design a comparison-based system. Thus our system
aims to show users differences between two poses and inform
them of the gap from the current “elite athlete template,”
instead of classifying a pose as correct or not based on
predefined criteria. Since potential reference videos exist
in large volumes from the Internet, we postulate that users
are responsible for finding suitable reference videos (e.g.,
containing a proper reference professional runner running at
speed suitable to their current levels) for comparison.

R2 - The comparison should be robust to variations in videos.
Following the design requirement R1, the videos input by
users for comparison may contain large variations in the
running poses, due to background, viewpoint, subject’s
physical characteristics, running speed, etc. The data analysis
model should thus include pre-processing on videos to factor
out such interference and retains only factors that reflect the
running form, such as posture characteristics and timings.
Our system makes few assumptions about the qualifications
of subjects in the reference videos; instead, it ensures the
robustness of its comparisons in the presence of the variations
in videos.

R3 - The visualization should show part-based differences.
As pointed out by E3, the attention of both coaches and
athletes is limited, they are often advised to correct one part at
a time. Thus instead of showing all the mistakes at the same
time, our system should show the differences in each body
part separately. E3 also mentioned that for both coaches and
athletes the quantitative figures do not make sense; they desire
a direct corrective suggestion. Thus instead of presenting
analysis results as infographics, we need to design an intuitive
way to demonstrate the differences.

R4 - The system should enable user interactivity. To address
the limitations of existing systems in supporting only the
analysis of predefined running pose attributes, our system
should allow users to interactively define what pose attributes
to be retrieved from videos. As suggested by E4 in a
later discussion, when a coach corrects an action, he/she
usually first points out the mistakes, and then shows the
correct action. Our system should also follow this routine.
Since there is no remote coach explaining the results, the
visualization of comparison results should be intuitive and
easily understandable by novices. Our system should allow
users to explore the feedback to make the most sense out of it.
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4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we first give an overview of system components
in PoseCoach. Then we introduce the data in Sect. 4.2 and the
customizable data analysis model in Sect. 4.3.

4.1 System Overview
We design our system PoseCoach based on the aforementioned
requirements. Since we target novice users, the overall system
workflow follows the “overview first, details-on-demand” princi-
ple [39]. Users input videos and preview suggestions through the
user interface (Figure 2). The input to our system contains two
videos (Figure 2(a)): a user video to be analyzed, and a reference
running video for comparison (R1). Upon loading the two videos,
our system automatically processes the videos to reconstruct 3D
human poses, normalizes the motions (R2), and segments the
videos into running cycles. Our system then performs the pose
analysis by aligning the running pose sequences in the user and the
reference videos based on 3D pose similarity, and retrieves the pre-
defined key attributes to conduct comparisons. The suggestions for
correction are generated based on the part-based differences from
the comparison (R3), and directly reflect on a timeline tailored for
running pose sequences (Figure 2(c)). Those attributes that require
improvement are represented with glyphs. By clicking on each
glyph on the timeline (R4), a detailed instruction for improving
the corresponding attribute is shown as a short 3D animation of a
body part on a human model in the suggestion preview window
(Figure 2(d)). Users can rotate the body model to navigate through
viewpoints for better perception (R4).

For other pose attributes that are not embedded in our system
as pre-defined attributes, the users can interactively label (R4) on
a 3D body model via the query editor (Figure 2(e)). The labeled
attributes will then be retrieved and analyzed from the videos in
the same way as the pre-defined attributes. Figure 5 shows the five
modules of our system.

User Interface

Interaction

attributes editing

viewpoint navigation

video processing

temporal 
segmentation

3D pose 
reconstruction

pose analysis

comparison

attributes
retrieval

pose normalization

sequence 
alignment

feedback

suggestive viewpoint

timeline overview generation

body model augmentation

Fig. 5. The architecture of PoseCoach, which comprises five main
modules.

4.2 Data
This section introduces the data (pose attributes) we study. Sports
biomechanics generally includes kinematics (movements) and
kinetics (forces) [28]. Our system focuses on the former since
movements are directly observable from videos, while forces
require physical sensors (e.g., force plates) for measurements. To
support user-defined pose attributes, we classify kinematic human
pose attributes from a common biomechanics perspective [28], [40],
[41] into positional, angular, and temporal. This forms a design
space of pose attributes, containing the representation of pose
attributes (R3), the representation of their differences for showing
feedback (R1), and user operations required to interactively define

the pose attributes (R4). In the following we introduce these three
components of the design space in detail.
Pose Attributes. We first introduce the pose attributes as follows:
• Positional attributes (Figure 6(a)) are defined as the relative

distance between two points (classified as type P1), or the
position of a point from a specific axis (P2). For example, the
trajectory of the wrist is its relative distance to the body center
(P1). Another example is the knee lift, which is a vertical distance
from the knee joint to the body center (P2).

• Angular attributes (Figure 6(b)) are defined as either the
angle formed by three endpoints (classified as type A1), or the
orientation of a vector formed by two joints with respect to an
axis (A2). For example, the elbow angle (A1) is an angle formed
by the shoulder, the elbow and the wrist joint. The leaning of the
upper body (A2) is the orientation of the vector pointing from
the root joint to the neck joint w.r.t. the z-axis.

• Temporal attributes are defined as either a single moment (T1)
or a time range within a running cycle (T2). We use a temporal
axis to show the temporal context. The temporal axis (Figure 6(c))
is a fixed full running cycle, with the three dots from left to right
respectively corresponding to the states of right foot landing
(RL), left foot landing (LL), and right foot landing for the next
cycle. The positioning of the human center on the temporal axis
reflects the state of the current pose within the running cycle.

Attributes Differences. Pose attributes differences are mainly used
for presenting feedback, i.e., from an incorrect configuration to
a correct one. We define a set of visuals for attribute differences
(Figure 6(d)), which are unified with the attribute representation.
Positional difference is shown by two points and an arrow pointing
from the wrong position to the correct position. Angular difference
is shown by two vectors forming a wedge to show an angular
difference. Temporal difference is represented by a red marker
segment on the temporal axis showing a temporal offset. For
example, the red segment along the forward temporal axis direction
indicates the current event should appear later.
User Operations. In this section we introduce the user operations
(Figure 6(e)) for defining their own pose attributes under the three
data attribute classes. Specifically, the query editor in our user
interface (Figure 2(e)) contains a 3D viewer presenting the 3D
human body model (SMPL [11]) in T-pose, radio buttons for
specifying properties and two draggable cursors (red lines) on top
of a running cycle diagram for specifying timings. A user may
either refer to the mesh or skeleton of the body model and directly
mouse-click on the body model to select joints; our system will
snap the mouse click to the nearest joint.

A user first selects the attribute type by selecting either
the angle button or distance button for angular and positional
attributes, respectively, or directly dragging the temporal cursors
for a temporal attribute. To edit a positional attribute, a user first
specifies the joint to track, and then specifies the base point (P1).
When the user further selects an axis, only the component of
the selected dimension will be recorded (P2). To edit an angular
attribute, a user either selects three endpoints in order on the body
model (A1), or two points and one axis (A2). To edit a temporal
attribute, the user either moves one cursor to specify a moment
(T1), or both cursors to specify a time range (T2). Our system will
record a phase or a phase range accordingly. When the positional
and angular attributes are associated with an event, the user also
moves the temporal cursor to specify the timing. Please refer to the
demo video for the authoring process of attribute examples.
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4.3 Data Analysis Model

In this section we introduce the methods of the backend modules
in PoseCoach (Figure 5): video processing, pose analysis, and
feedback.

4.3.1 Video Processing

3D Pose Reconstruction and Normalization. When the user and
the reference videos are loaded into the system, the pose at each
frame is retargeted onto a SMPL model. It is achieved by the
following reconstruction and normalization steps. The poses in
video frames are first reconstructed with the 3D SMPL model. We
adopt an existing pose reconstruction method in our implementa-
tion, TCMR [42], which achieves the state-of-the-art accuracy on
challenging outdoor video datasets. Denote the reconstructed poses
as Ms for the user video and Me for the reference video. Ms and
Me are normalized to the same body configurations (i.e., height
and bone lengths); they are also normalized (Figure 7) to a unified
global orientation to factor out variations in viewpoints (R2).

Fig. 7. The postures in the user and the reference videos are aligned
spatio-temporally. Each frame in the user video (a) is temporally aligned
with a frame in the reference video (d) according to the similarity in
posture joint rotations. The reconstructed poses from both frames (b-c)
are unified to the same global orientation for comparison.

Temporal Segmentation. The running pose sequences in both
the user and reference videos are segmented by the key frames
of foot landing and foot extension. Since the action of running
is periodical, we adopt the phase variable of human locomotion,
as in [43]. A full running cycle thus contains four key phases, in
“right foot landing” (phase = 0), “right foot extension” (phase =
0.25), “left foot landing” (phase = 0.5), and “left foot extension”
(phase = 0.75) order. These four key phases are detected from the
local extrema of the foot trajectories.

4.3.2 Pose Analysis

Sequence Alignment. Given the detected key phases, the running
pose sequences in the user and reference videos are first temporarily
aligned at key phases, and then aligned at a finer level between
each two key phases using the dynamic time warping (DTW)
technique [44]. The DTW algorithm finds the optimal alignment
between the two sequences using the skeleton-agnostic joint
rotations to measure human pose similarity and thus handle the
variations in running speed (R2).

Attributes Retrieval. Each pose attribute is represented with a meta
data tuple: [name, type,JA,Jo,JB,axis,side, phase], where JA,Jo,JB
are the joint IDs of the attribute endpoints in the body model (as
shown in Figure 6); side is one of the “left”, “neutral” and “right”;
axis and phase are the related axis and timing of the attribute;
they are left empty if not applicable. For customized attributes,
the meta tuple is formed from users’ input from the query editor.
Our attribute retrieval program parses the meta tuple and outputs
retrieved values from the videos, so that the customized attributes
can be retrieved in the same way as the pre-defined attributes (R4).
The retrieved values are then used for comparison.
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Comparison. Since different attributes have different scales and
units, we normalize the attribute values to the range [0,1]. Then
the differences in the attribute values are computed as the relative
errors between the attributes from the user video and those from the
reference video. We set a threshold of 25% to select the significantly
different attributes and visualize them to users as feedback.

4.3.3 Feedback to the User

Animation-based Demonstration. The corrective suggestion from
pose comparison is conveyed by animating a 3D human model (R3).
To make the demo easily understandable, the animation follows the
design guideline as data-GIF [45]. The animation contains two key
frames corresponding to the wrong pose and the same pose with a
specific body part in the position as the reference pose, respectively.
Specifically, we use the joint rotations to drive the model: for
angular attributes, the intermediate frames are interpolated with the
joint rotations of Jo; while for positional attributes, the animation is
interpolated with the joint rotations of the parent joint of Jo along
the kinematics tree. The 3D animations are augmented with visual
markers to highlight differences (R1), as in Figure 6(b).

Suggestive Viewpoint. Since the animation of corrective sug-
gestion is in 3D, we would like to demonstrate it at the most
informative viewpoint. While there are prior studies on the
automatic selection of viewpoints for previewing a 3D mesh,
the definition and criteria of the optimal viewpoints are often
dependent on the purpose, such as to demonstrate region visual
saliency [46], to set man-made models in upright orientation [47],
and to incorporate modelers’ creation processes [48]. Previous
studies on optimal viewpoints for human poses mainly include
reducing prediction uncertainty in estimating 3D pose [49] and
metrics defined over body part visibility [50]. In PoseCoach, since
we would like to provide suggestions w.r.t. specific 3D local pose
attributes, we develop a set of schemes to suggest viewpoints
according to the geometry of the attributes.

The main idea is to minimize the ambiguity in the attributes
due to camera projection (R2), while preserving the human model
as the spatial context. Based on this goal, we make use of the
normal vector formed by the 3D attributes to decide the orientation
of the viewpoint (see Figure 8). We further use the side of the
body to determine whether to revert a normal to its opposite
direction. For example, to present an attribute on the right side
of the body, the camera should also be placed to the right facing
the body model. The up direction of the viewpoint is along the
average of the two vectors. We also determine whether to revert
the up direction according to whether it keeps the human model
heading upwards. Even though we present the 3D animation in the
suggested viewpoint, users can still manually change the viewpoint
to explore the corrective suggestion (R4).

5 VISUAL DESIGN

In this section we first describe the predefined data (template pose
attributes) in PoseCoach in Sect. 5.1. Then in Sect. 5.2 we introduce
the visual designs for showing pose attributes feedback, including
glyphs and a timeline.

5.1 Template Attributes
Since there are common data attributes for evaluating running
pose correction, PoseCoach embeds several pose attributes as
templates to simplify user operations. To decide the template

Suggestive Viewpoint

(a) (b) (c)

𝐴′

𝑜

𝑜

Fig. 8. Deciding viewpoints by the geometry of the 3D attributes. (a) For
angular attributes the viewpoint is along the normal of the plane where
the angle lies in, pointing outwards the body model; (b) for positional
attributes the viewpoint is along the normal of the plane formed by
the wrong position, the correct position, and the body center; (c) the
temporal axis is within the Sagittal plane of human, and the viewpoint is
perpendicular to this plane.

pose attributes, we collected a corpus of running pose tutorials
by searching with key words “running pose tutorials”, “running
pose corrections”, “running techniques”, “running form”, etc., from
Google and YouTube. The resulting corpus contains 55 items
(including 37 videos and 18 articles). The pose attributes are
summarized from the corpus into four types, as shown in Figure 9.
Different from the previously discussed three types (i.e., positional,
angular, and temporal) in Sect. 4.2, the fourth type “categorical
data” are not computed from comparison with reference poses, but
computed directly based on the other three types. For example,
the pending of knee inward or outward (categorical data) is via
the computation of knee angle (angular data). Thus we focus on
the design for the three types of data in Sect. 4.2, but support
the visualization of the categorical data for commonly evaluated
attributes in running. We conducted another interview with E4 to
verify the coverage of these attributes in running pose evaluation
in practice.

positional

foot
landing (16)

knee lift (3)

vertical
oscillation (6)

angular

core angle 
(8)

leaning (11)

elbow angle 
(6)

shoulder 
angle (3)

leg extension 
(4)

temporal

foot contact
time (2)

synchronization (1)

categorical

strike 
mode (12)

arm cross 
chest (10)

stride (3)

knee inward (2)
foot inward (1)

Fig. 9. Common pose attributes for evaluating running poses summarized
from our collected corpus. In the brackets are the numbers of their
occurrences in the corpus.

5.2 Design of Attributes Overview
In this section we discuss the design of the attribute overview for
the problems reflected from the comparison. The overview should
show which attributes appear in question in the user video and their
timings (R4). We thus propose to use glyphs to represent attributes
and a timeline tailored for running to organize them temporally.

Glyphs. We designed two types of glyphs for the four classes of the
attributes, namely suggestion glyphs and profile glyphs. Suggestion
glyphs are icons for each of the three classes of attributes in
Sect. 4.2, i.e., positional, angular and temporal attributes, whose
values are continuous variables and are compared with those in
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the reference videos. As shown in Figure 10(a-c), we augment a
symbol of a running pose with markers to represent the semantic
meaning of a pose attribute, and use the categorical color scheme
to distinguish the three types of data.

knee liftlanding position

(a) (b)

(c)

vertical oscillation
ground contact

time

arm & leg

coordination

core angle leaning elbow angle shoulder angle leg extension

(d) (e)

C
wrist

knee

foot

Fig. 10. The glyphs for representing attributes. For suggestion glyphs,
the color of the circles encodes the attribute type: green for positional
(a), orange for temporal (b), and blue for angular (c). Profile glyphs (d)
use floating rectangles overlaid on static circles to show the positions of
wrists, knees and feet in three transverse planes. The rectangle for the
foot joint also encodes the fore-foot, middle-foot, or rear-foot strike mode.
We design another glyph (e) to represent a customized attribute on the
timeline. Note that we have changed the color after the user study based
on reviewers’ feedback, and we believe this change should not have a
significant impact on our user study results since we did not specifically
ask about the color scheme nor received any specific comments about
colors from the study participants.

The profile glyphs are used to represent categorical attributes,
which are not derived from comparisons with the reference, but
from the relative positions of the joints in the categorical attributes
(i.e., wrists, knees, and feet) relative to the body center. We adopt
the idea from the dance notations [51] to discretize complex human
movements at reference planes (sagittal, frontal, and horizontal).
As shown in Figure 10(d), the profile view contains three transverse
planes showing a summary of the projections of the three joints of
the left and right sides in their respective key timings in a stride.
Specifically, to indicate whether the wrists cross the body’s middle
line in front of the chest, we use the positions of the rectangles to
show the closest horizontal displacements of the wrists relative to
the body center during running. Similarly, whether knee and foot
cross the middle line can be visualized by their relative positions
to the body center at landing. In the transverse planes for the feet,
besides showing the landing position relative to the body center, the
triple stacked rectangles further indicate the strike mode (fore-foot,
mid-foot or rear-foot strike) of each foot by highlighting one of the
rectangles representing the corresponding position.

Timeline. A characteristic of a running pose attribute sequence
is that it is temporally periodical, and each period can be divided
into a right-phase and a left-phase. Based on this characteristic, we
propose to design a timeline that transforms the temporal space
into a running event space, which is robust to the variations in
video lengths (R2). As shown in Figure 2(c), the horizontal axis is
a complete running cycle, and the vertical axes correspond to the
attributes of the left side of the body, right side of the body, and

middle, respectively. All the data attributes are summarized among
cycles to be shown on the timeline. Our system will automatically
select significant errors, with the sizes of the glyphs proportional
to the significance of the errors of a particular type.

We examined the design of the suggestion glyphs and timeline
against their alternatives (see Figure 11). The alternatives for glyph
design include a set of simplified icons highlighting the body parts
in question and color and shape encoding. The glyphs augmented
with markers are more intuitive and easier to remember than these
alternatives. For timeline design, the alternatives are an ordinary
linear timeline (Figure 11(b) left) and a spiral timeline (Figure 11(b)
right). In the linear timeline, a video is not segmented into running
cycles, and the background shows the plot of a selected attribute.
In the spiral timeline, each ring corresponds to a running gait cycle,
and the glyphs display all occurrences of attribute differences. The
aggregated timeline provides a better summary of problems than
the linear and spiral timelines while retaining their timings with
respect to the running gait cycle.

simplified glyph

ground contact time

arm & leg coordination

core angle

leaning

elbow angle

shoulder angle

leg extension

knee lift

landing position

vertical oscillation

color and shape encoding

(a)

(b)

linear timeline spiral timeline

Fig. 11. Alternative designs for: (a) icons and (b) timeline.

6 USER EVALUATIONS

In this section, we show the results of a user study to evaluate
the visualizations of posture correction feedback in PoseCoach
and the baseline methods (Sect. 6.1) for novices, expert interviews
(Sect. 6.2) to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the system,
and a validity test of our system conducted with amateur runners
(Sect. 6.3).

6.1 In-lab Comparative Study
The main purpose of the user study is to evaluate the improvement
of PoseCoach in promoting novices’ perception of running pose
differences over existing methods (see Baselines). It also evaluates
the effectiveness of other components (e.g., viewpoint navigation
and summarization of feedback) in assisting novices’ perceptions
of running pose improvements.

Apparatus. We implemented PoseCoach with Python 3.6 on a
PC running Win10 (Intel x64 i5 CPU@3.00GHz, 8.00GB RAM).
The user interface was implemented with the PyQt5 framework.
Due to the current local COVID-19 regulation, the user study was
conducted via Zoom with remote screen control.

Baselines. The baseline methods are visualizations of pose differ-
ences via juxtaposition and superposition, as shown in Figure 12.
We implement the baselines as follows. For juxtaposition, we used
the setup in [7] and put two running poses side-by-side. To facilitate
the preview, the two poses are cropped with subjects’ bounding
boxes in videos, and the two videos are temporally synchronized
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using joint rotations. For superposition, we adopted the method
in [2]. Since [2] is based on Kinect, we transformed the 3D pose
in a temporally correspondent reference video frame and aligned
it to the pose in the user video frame at the body center, such that
the temporally synchronized reference pose is overlaid on the user
video frame for comparison.

Fig. 12. The UI for the baseline methods: (a) juxtaposition: compare
two synchronized frames side-by-side; (b) superposition: overlay the
transformed pose in the reference video frame onto the user video frame.

Participants. 12 members from a local university were invited
to participate in the user study (a1∼a12, aged 23∼32, 3 female).
Except for a1 and a7, all the other participants practise running
more than once a week, but do not have access to professional
coaches. a12 stated that he was once curious about the correctness
of his running poses and searched for mobile apps providing
running pose checking functions but could not find a suitable one.
a2 focused on foot landing during running to avoid injuries; a6 used
body senses after running as feedback. a3, a10 and a11 said that
they used mirrors during fitness workout, but obtained no feedback
on pose correctness during running.

Task. To ensure that the participants were under the same condition
to facilitate fair comparisons, we prepared 9 user videos (V1∼V9)
covering all of the ten pre-defined attributes. They were collected
from running tutorial videos such that the ground-truth of the
mistakes in running poses was known from the coaches’ comments
in the videos, such as foot landing in front of the body (the braking
position) and insufficient knee lift. The difficulty level of the videos
was controlled by containing only one main problem. The general
task for the participants was to explore the corrective feedback
from videos using either PoseCoach or the baseline methods in a
think-aloud manner, and complete a questionnaire afterwards. The
user study contained three sessions: two sessions using our system
with and without the suggestive viewpoints, and one session using
the baseline methods. The order of the three sessions was counter-
balanced, and the order of the nine videos was randomized among
the three sessions (three videos for each session). During training,
we first gave a detailed tutorial on the operations of PoseCoach as
well as the baseline system. The participants then tried freely to
get familiar with both systems.

In the session using PoseCoach without suggestive view-
points (denoted as “PoseCoach-w/o”), we disabled the suggestive
viewpoint function, and the participants would need to manually
navigate the viewpoints to preview the 3D animations. The system
recorded the participants’ navigation activities in the suggestion
preview window, parameterized by viewpoint azimuth and eleva-
tion, and the duration of each viewpoint. In another session using
PoseCoach (denoted as “PoseCoach”), the suggestive viewpoint
function was enabled; the participants could also manually navigate,
and their navigation activities were also recorded. In the session
using the baseline methods (denoted as “Baseline”), the participants

explored the corrective feedback by comparing running poses in
videos in either juxtaposition or superposition visualization.

After the sessions, the participants completed a designed
questionnaire (Table 1) in a 7-point Likert Scale (1 is Strongly
Disagree and 7 is Strongly Agree), and a standard System Usability
Scale (SUS) [52]. The user study with each participant took about
90 minutes.

Q1 The feedback of posture correction is easy to access.
Q2 The demonstrations of pose differences are easy to

understand.
Q3 The visual designs are intuitive.
Q4 The feedback reflects the problems in user videos.
Q5 The feedback is helpful in improving running postures.

Q6-
Q9

Demonstrations with animation, normalized poses,
summary of mistakes, suggested viewpoints are help-
ful for understanding suggestions.

Q10 I’m more satisfied with PoseCoach than only browsing
videos and overlaid poses.

TABLE 1
The questionnaire used for the user study: Q1∼Q5 evaluate the

effectiveness of PoseCoach in providing corrective feedback on running
poses. Q6∼Q10 evaluate the advantages of design components in

PoseCoach over the baseline methods.
3/28/22, 10:27 PM Chart

about:blank 1/1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Q1 Easy access:

Q2 Understandability:

Q3 Visual design:

Q4 Reflection:

Q5 Helpfulness:

Q6 Animation:

Q7 Normalized poses:

Q8 Summarization:

Q9 Suggested Viewpoint:

Q10 Overall:

2
4

6

8

10

# Ratings
Questionnaire Ratings

Fig. 13. Summaries of the participants’ responses to the questionnaire in
Table 1. The black vertical bars represent the median of the ratings for
each question.

Effectiveness of Pose Difference Visualization. We first inves-
tigate the effectiveness of PoseCoach in presenting feedback
compared with the baseline system. Q10 explicitly asked the
comparison between PoseCoach and the baseline methods, where
10 out of 12 participants strongly agreed that PoseCoach was more
effective in conveying feedback than the baselines. We recorded
the time required to explore the running pose problem(s) in each
video, as shown in Figure 14(a). Paired t-tests on the exploration
time required for each video among sessions showed that using
PoseCoach with the suggestive viewpoint significantly requires less
time to obtain the desired feedback than both PoseCoach without
the suggestive viewpoint (p = 0.012) and the baseline system
(p = 0.019). However, there is no significance on exploration time
between sessions “PoseCoach-w/o” and “Baseline” (p = 0.519).

We evaluated the accuracy via the successful rate of the par-
ticipants’ discovered mistakes matched the ground-truth mistakes
as commented by the coaches in videos. In sessions “PoseCoach-
w/o” and “PoseCoach” the successful rate was 100%. In other
words, all the participants could figure out the problem(s) in the
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running poses with the visualization provided by PoseCoach. In
contrast, the successful rate was 77.8% in session “Baseline”.
From the participants’ think-aloud in session “Baseline”, they
often referred to the superposition visualization more than the
juxtaposition visualization, especially when the subjects in the
user and reference videos are running in different directions. For
superposition in the baseline system, a6 and a8 said that they would
refer to the lower limbs more often than upper limbs, since upper
limbs were often occluded and misaligned due to differences in
limb lengths.
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Attribute Editing Time
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Exploration Time

Fig. 14. Statistics on time in the user study. (unit: s). (a) Average
exploration time for using the baseline methods, PoseCoach without
suggestive viewpoint, and PoseCoach with suggestive viewpoint. (b)
Average editing time for the three selected attributes using the query
editor.

Effectiveness of System Components. We then investigate the
influence of specific design components on users’ perception of
feedback on running pose correction. Q6 asked the participants
to rate the key component in PoseCoach, which visualizes pose
differences via animations of local body parts on a human model.
8 out of 12 participants strongly agreed that such visualization
was helpful for understanding, and the other four chose agreed.
The component that received the most disagreement is the preview
of normalized poses from the user and reference videos shown
in juxtaposition (Figure 2(a) middle). Since their orientations are
often different from those in the original videos, the participants
stated that referring to them increased the cognitive load by having
to imagine the transformation to understand. Thus even though
normalized poses are crucial to computing pose differences, they
do not necessarily contribute to users’ visual comparison. During
the participants’ think-aloud in sessions “PoseCoach-w/o” and
“PoseCoach”, they often directly moved on to check the glyphs on
the timeline after loading both videos. After watching the animation,
they sometimes checked the user video frame to verify the problem.
At first they sometimes also referred to the reference video frame to
verify the animation, but many of them skipped the reference video
frames later because they found the corrective feedback illustrated
by the animation was trust-worthy.

We also evaluated the usefulness of the design component of
suggestive viewpoint. We would like to figure out the following
two questions: (1) do users find previewing the animations of pose
correction under a certain viewpoint yields better perception? (2) If
yes, do our suggestive viewpoints match the preferred viewpoints
selected by users? We thus analyze the usage of viewpoint
selection during the user study. In session “PoseCoach-w/o”, the
average number of times the participants manually changed the
viewpoint was 7.36 times per video, compared with 2.05 times per
video in session “PoseCoach”. A paired t-test on the numbers
of manual navigation between sessions “PoseCoach-w/o” and
“PoseCoach” shows that enabling the suggestive viewpoint function
significantly reduces users’ manual navigation (p = 0.00059). To

answer question (2), we further analyze the relevance of the
participants’ manually-selected viewpoints with the suggested
viewpoints computed by our system in session “PoseCoach-w/o”.
We analyzed previewing viewpoints that lasted more than one
second and considered those with a duration less than one second
as the navigation process. The average errors of azimuth and
elevation relative to 360◦ were 3.19% and 4.52%, respectively,
indicating a good match between our suggestive viewpoints and
preferred viewpoints by the participants.

In the rating of the usefulness of suggestive viewpoint, seven
participants chose “strongly agree”, and four of them explicitly
stated during exploration that this function was very convenient. a2
in session S1 asked whether the suggestive viewpoint function
could be enabled, because she found this function especially
useful when she was comparing the magnitudes of corrections
on foot landing position. a4 found the suggestive viewpoint more
useful in observing upper limbs because they often suffer from
heavier occlusions by the body torso than lower limbs. Interestingly,
a12 rated “Neutral” in Q9. He explained that since he studied
exoskeleton robotics, he was more used to imagining the attributes
using the sagittal, coronal and transverse planes as reference,
rather than using the human body as a spatial context. Since
PoseCoach targets at novice users without human movement
analysis background, and most participants found the suggestive
viewpoint function convenient, it can serve as a helpful option in
PoseCoach.

System Usability. In the training session, all the participants could
get familiar with PoseCoach within 5 minutes by completing a
pipeline of operations, including loading videos, previewing frames
and poses, and navigating on the timeline to preview animations of
suggestions. The SUS score for all the ten questions in the SUS
questionnaire was 83.125 on average (SD: 10.56), out of a scale of
100, indicating the good usability of PoseCoach.

In post-study interviews with the participants, they commented
favorably towards PoseCoach. For example, a3: “Besides clarity,
the summarization in PoseCoach helps me form a better impression
of frequent mistakes.” The participants also commented on the
potential generalization of PoseCoach in other scenarios. Specifi-
cally, a11: “This tool is solving a very practical problem. I can see
how it is useful in running and can imagine it generalizes to many
other sports.” a12 (from exoskeleton robotics background): “...
current rehabilitation training often relies on wearable sensors to
detect patients’ biomechanics, such as joint angular velocities and
accelerations. Such a video-based tool is promising in providing a
non-invasive means to analyze patients’ movements.”

Evaluation of Query Editor. From the user study we also evaluate
the easiness of use of the query editor, specifically, how efficiently
and accurately users can edit a pose data attribute. There is no
baseline method for this task. We chose three frequently used data
attributes from each of the classes in the pre-defined attributes,
and asked the participants to edit the attributes using the query
editor in our interface. The three attributes were: “foot landing
position” (P2), “elbow angle” (A1) and “foot contact time” (T2).
They covered all the operations on the query editor. The participants
were given user running video clips as references. As shown in
Figure 14(b), the average editing time for the three attributes
were 95.36s (SD = 37.71), 39.91s (SD = 10.11) and 38.64s (SD =
14.03). On average the editing of the foot landing position took
the longest time, since it required the most operations covering all
the components on the query editor. The successful rates that the
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participants can implement the same attribute as our pre-defined
was 83.3%, 100%, and 91.7%, respectively. In the failure cases, a3
failed the temporal attribute, because he misunderstood the question
and labeled the time between two consecutive foot landings instead.
a4 and a10 both correctly annotated the positional attribute on
the human model, but forgot to associate with the timing for foot
landing by dragging the timeline cursor. Through this experiment
we verified that novice users could easily understand and implement
the representative attributes with minimal training. Even though for
most amateur runners the pre-defined attributes would suffice, they
can annotate their interested attributes via the query editor with
reasonable efforts.

6.2 Expert Interviews
We conducted expert interviews to evaluate the overall usefulness
of our system in helping amateur runners correct running poses.
Two experts with running backgrounds were invited: one was a
licensed running coach (E5); the other was a professional marathon
runner (E6). The two interview sessions were conducted separately,
and each session lasted 50 minutes. During the interviews we
provided a detailed introduction of functions in PoseCoach with
three demonstrations of usage scenarios, and then invited them to
try the system freely.

Both experts strongly agreed that PoseCoach would benefit a lot
of runners. E5: “Not only beginners, but experienced runners are
also often bothered by the problems of running form. I can expect
this tool will serve a lot of runners.” They also appreciated that
the design rationale of PoseCoach is very reasonable for practical
usage. E5 said that coaching is a highly personalized process; and
thus a significant advantage of the design of PoseCoach is that it
does not directly classify a runner as right or wrong, but retains
the flexibility to compare with various running poses to show the
differences. E5 finds PoseCoach especially useful for novices to
iteratively adjust to different references to find their most suitable
poses. E6 commented that the design of PoseCoach is similar to the
idea of the “champion model” for elite athletes, such as Bingtian
SU, who was trained by shortening the gaps (on both poses and
capabilities) with elite exemplars. This comment is consistent with
E3’s advice in the formative study.

We also invited experts to comment on the positioning of
PoseCoach in training in real life. E5: “It is suitable for the majority
of ordinary runners. But for severely over-weight people, asking
them to resemble the running of ordinary people might cause injury
instead of reducing it; they should seek for professional advice
instead.”

6.3 Validity Test
To evaluate PoseCoach in practical usage, we invited five amateur
runners (a13∼a17, 2 females, aged 29∼55) to analyze their running
videos with our system. These participants practiced running at least
once a week (a13 and a14 had experience attending marathons), but
none received professional training on running form. In this user
study, we asked them to collect their running videos and reference
videos and describe what problems in their running forms they
could identify first without and then with PoseCoach.

We did not confine their ways of recording their videos. Thus
they recorded their running process using various approaches: three
participants had another person record at a fixed position, a15
used a tripod, and a16 had another person running after him while
taking the video. In choosing reference videos, a14 chose domestic

professional marathon runners as references and used their training
videos he searched and observed before. He said that nationality
and gender were his major considerations because of the similarity
in muscle strength. Other participants chose references from famous
runners they followed on online video platforms (e.g., YouTube).
On average, selecting a reference video took about 8 minutes.

When asked to state the problems by observing the raw videos
(and references), a15∼a17 were able to describe a high-level
problem, such as clumsy and rigid, while a13 and a14 stated
that their running forms were perfect. With PoseCoach, those
high-level observations are translated into concrete details. For
example, a17 found his upper body was unnatural as compared
with the reference video, and the comparison suggested a larger
leaning. a14 compared his running form with three reference videos
containing different subjects, and the results were consistent and
showed only a slight difference in the knee bending angle. a14:
“I have been carefully imitating these reference videos before, but
seldom noticed this difference. I will pay more attention to the knee
bending in future training.”

Besides the common attributes, a14 and a17 used the query
editor to define new measurements for comparison. Specifically,
a14 edited the displacement of the elbow and back foot since these
are the two attributes he was especially interested in when observing
the reference videos. a17 edited the horizontal displacement of the
upper body because he thought his upper body had a noticeable
difference with the reference. a13 was interested in a prevailing
running form, the Pose Method [53], and used the query editor
to analyze her running poses w.r.t. this theory. We noticed a
limitation when a17 would like to analyze the wiggling magnitude
of the upper body. Currently, he edited the horizontal distance of
shoulder movement for comparison. A future direction is to design
interactions to further support such a summary or statistics of pose
attributes.

Finally, we invited the running coach E5 to comment on the
participants’ running forms by analyzing the collected videos in
the same way as his usual coaching process. For each video, he
pointed out a few key problems (the most for a13, with three
identified problems), such as the “braking posture” when landing
and large strides. The problems E5 mentioned were all reflected
by the analysis results from the template attributes in PoseCoach,
while PoseCoach provided more minor suggestions. E5 stated that
these suggestions were not necessarily suitable for the participants,
but in general, they would help reduce injuries.

7 DISCUSSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

PoseCoach is designed to provide amateur runners with an
approachable way to analyze their running forms in videos by
comparing pose attributes with references. We learned a few key
aspects from designing the system and limitations that require
further exploration.

7.1 Lessons Learned

Perspective Shortening in Videos. Video has the innate advantage
of the ease of deployment, especially for in-the-wild sports,
in which using physical sensors is impractical, making videos
excellent media for analyzing movements. Through the user study,
we have confirmed the effectiveness of using reconstructed human
poses in videos to provide running feedback to novices, as well
as the importance of introducing viewpoints other than a video’s
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original viewpoint. Beyond human pose attributes, sports data often
depend highly on 3D physical context, such as badminton shuttle
trajectory [54]. Using computer vision techniques to reconstruct
3D spatial-temporal processes from videos is likely to bring new
insights through fusing the visualizations of the same process
from multiple viewpoints. By addressing the perspective-shortening
issue, such as via retrieving 3D attributes and finding case-specific
optimal viewpoints, the advantage of video-based analysis will be
further enhanced.

Positioning of PoseCoach. The most frequent information we
were reminded of from the expert interview was that there is no
absolute correct running form. As such, the sports pose analytics
tools should be positioned as a reference that provides suggestions
instead of professional advice for users. According to E3, such
an optimal pose variation among individuals also applies to other
sports, such as swimming and tennis. Running is comprehensive
with many other factors than postures, where the overall goal is
to promote the running economy [55] (i.e., volume of oxygen
consumed). Thus as suggested by E5, our system is best used
for helping different runners find their optimal ways of running
according to the overall subjective comfort.

Informative Design Components. As pointed out by E3, what
athletes care about is the suggestions for improvement. This is
consistent with the participants’ exploration processes in our user
study. When there is a direct suggestion (the animation), the
participants did not need to frequently refer to the reconstructed
3D poses. For novice users, the practical suggestions are more
informative than the intermediate representations (e.g., normalized
3D poses). Thus the design of visual analytics systems for
novices should highlight the conclusions, instead of providing
a fancy dashboard, which would overwhelm novices with abundant
information.

7.2 Scalability and Generalizability

The most time-consuming component in our data analysis model
is the deep learning-based human pose reconstruction (e.g.,
TCMR [42] ran at about one fps on CPU), while the processing
time of other components is negligible. Since a running gait cycle
normally lasts only a few seconds, users may input a short video
(within 1 minute) to be processed within a reasonable time and
obtain a summary of a few gait cycles. Typically the running form
of a video subject does not change in short videos. PoseCoach
thus summarises the running form using the profile of an averaged
gait cycle. However, a video subject’s running form might change
within a long video, e.g., due to fatigue in marathon, and speed
changes in Fartlek. Temporal segmentation [56] for segment-wise
summarizations will be required to handle different running forms
within a video.

This paper focuses on adults in moderate-speed running
(jogging) since this is the most common type and demography
for running exercises. The current system is compatible with
other running styles, such as sprint and up-hill run, using target
exemplar videos as a reference. Since comparisons of human
poses are common in sports training, our overall design strategies
of positional, angular, and temporal attributes can be adapted
for other sports. Specifically, positional and angular data are
directly generalizable since they are derived from general human
biomechanics. Temporal attributes, as well as visual designs and
pre-defined attributes, will need to be redesigned according to

sport-specific domain knowledge, mainly key poses associated with
key events, such as wrist angles for racket sports during striking.

7.3 Limitations
There are prior works [57], [58], [59] that validated the reliability of
video-based biomechanics gait analysis as compared with MoCap
or human raters in indoor controlled environments. However, since
we focus on in-the-wild running, it is impractical to apply motion
capture to register the analysis results from our system and MoCap.
Even though we adopt the state-of-the-art pose reconstruction
method TCMR [42], the reconstruction sometimes fails and affects
the analysis at depth ambiguity (e.g., the bending of legs when
recording from the back) and occlusions (e.g., one leg overlays the
other when recording from the side view). Currently the failures in
pose reconstructions can be manually fixed using another interactive
tool designed by us. We believe that with the advancing monocular
pose reconstruction techniques in computer vision, video-based
sport pose analysis will be driven by a better backbone in the future.
Besides, in the evaluations, we mainly focus on assessing our core
contribution, i.e., customizable pose analysis and visualization
of pose differences. The visual designs alone deserve a more
comprehensive evaluation [24] to gain insights on how novices
from different countries and levels can best perceive feedback. We
will leave this as future work.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a novel system, PoseCoach, for assisting
amateur runners in improving their running forms. We designed
the system based on the design requirements formed from the
literature research and expert interviews. PoseCoach embeds
common running pose attributes based on a collected corpus,
and also provides an interface for users to customize attributes.
PoseCoach analyzes the poses from a user video and a reference
video in 3D, and visualizes the pose differences via 3D animations
on a human body model. Our user study showed that demonstrating
pose corrective feedback via 3D animations is more effective than
displaying frames side-by-side or overlaying the correct poses onto
the user video frames, and our query editor is easy to use for
novices.

In future work, we would like to extend PoseCoach with more
physiology-oriented animations and analysis. In the current setting
the running pose attributes are analyzed and visualized indepen-
dently. But there are certain correlations among the attributes,
e.g., a higher knee lift might yield a larger stride. A potential
improvement is to incorporate human body harmonics [60], [61]
to further summarize the problematic attributes. Besides, currently
PoseCoach focuses on the kinematics measurements (e.g., angles
and positions). However, more professional analysis [62] would
require kinetics measurements, such as ground reaction force
(braking force) [63] and muscle elastic energy [64]. Since the
measure of kinetics parameters is currently limited to biomechanics
laboratories, developing methods that recover the kinetics from
videos would increase accessibility to many fields, including but
not limited to sports posture analysis.
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